Correct patterning of the inner ear sensory epithelium is essential for the conversion of sound waves into auditory stimuli. Although much is known about the impact of the developing cytoskeleton on cellular growth and cell shape, considerably less is known about the role of cytoskeletal structures on cell surface mechanical properties. In this study, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was combined with fluorescence imaging to show that developing inner ear hair cells and supporting cells have different cell surface mechanical properties with different developmental time courses. We also explored the cytoskeletal organization of developing sensory and non-sensory cells, and used pharmacological modulation of cytoskeletal elements to show that the developmental increase of hair cell stiffness is a direct result of actin filaments, whereas the development of supporting cell surface mechanical properties depends on the extent of microtubule acetylation. Finally, this study found that the fibroblast growth factor signaling pathway is necessary for the developmental time course of cell surface mechanical properties, in part owing to the effects on microtubule structure.
INTRODUCTION
Cells and tissues withstand mechanical stress during differentiation and development. One key mediator of mechanical stress is the formation of the cytoskeleton, which dictates both the cellular response to external force and cellular force transmission (Janmey, 1998; Mammoto and Ingber, 2010) . Both internal genetic and external biochemical cues can influence not only developing cell structure but also cell mechanical properties. Disruptions to these signaling pathways in developing and developed tissues also disturb cell mechanical properties, ultimately impairing organ function (Safar et al., 2004; Lane and Yao, 2010) . Therefore, the regulation of the cytoskeleton and the impact of that regulation on cell mechanics are important questions for development.
The mammalian inner ear is an excellent model system for investigating basic cell biology questions about the mechanical cues that guide cell shape and mechanical properties. The organ of Corti develops both specialized sensory hair cells that detect and amplify sound vibrations, and non-sensory supporting cells that withstand the mechanical deformations of sound transmission (Anniko, 1983) . At the cellular level, mechanosensory outer hair cells (OHCs) are primarily composed of actin filaments (Anniko, 1983; Raphael et al., 1994; Etournay et al., 2010 ) that vary by isotype and by partnership with motors and binding proteins (Slepecky and Chamberlain, 1985; Self et al., 1999; Furness et al., 2005) . In contrast to OHCs are non-sensory supporting cells, such as pillar cells (PCs), which contain a remarkable density of microtubules that are thought to provide structural and functional support in the fluid flow of the traveling sound wave through the organ of Corti (Tolomeo and Holley, 1997; Hallworth et al., 2000; Karavitaki and Mountain, 2007) . Previous work has focused on the role of the cytoskeleton in dictating the shape and polarity of these cells in the cochlea, particularly in the context of cell specification and orientation within the sensory epithelium (Fritzsch et al., 2002; Kelley, 2007; Kelly and Chen, 2007) . However, the molecular mediators organizing the development of the cytoskeleton and dictating the mechanical properties of the cochlea have not been addressed.
One potential mediator of cell structural development is the fibroblast growth factor (Fgf) family of receptors. These tyrosine kinase receptors are spatially regulated by the presence of Fgf ligands and proteoglycans (Ornitz, 2000) , and temporally regulated throughout development (Jacques et al., 2007) . This pathway has been implicated specifically in supporting PC development, as mutations in the gene encoding Fgf receptor 3 (Fgfr3) lead to collapsed PCs and hearing impairment (Colvin et al., 1996; Hayashi et al., 2007; Puligilla et al., 2007) . Furthermore, upregulation of Fgf signaling delays the differentiation of PCs (Jacques et al., 2007) . These studies suggest that proper growth factor signaling might regulate cytoskeletal formation and could dictate the developmental time course of cell mechanical properties.
Measuring cell surface mechanical properties can be accomplished quantitatively by calculating the Young's modulus of a cell using an atomic force microscope (Fig. 1 ). Young's modulus, also referred to as stiffness, is a material property describing the resistance of structure to mechanical deformation, where an increasing Young's modulus indicates cell stiffening ( Murakoshi et al., 2006) . As the structural organization of cells in the cochlea is specific to transmit mechanical sound stimuli, the measurement of the cell stiffness can lead to further understanding the important developmental events within the inner ear. For example, structural maturation of the organ of Corti during postnatal development includes the formation of the inner sulcus, the release of the tectorial membrane, the formation of the spaces of Nuel and the opening of the tunnel of Corti, which coincides with the onset of hearing function (Pujol and Hilding, 1973) . Therefore, elucidating the mechanical properties of this sensory epithelium at a cellular level has implications for quantitatively describing changes in tissue architecture and further understanding hearing function.
Here, we show the interplay between developing cytoskeletal structures and maturing cell surface mechanical properties. We find that maturing OHC surface mechanical properties primarily depend on actin, but that microtubules are required early in OHC structural and mechanical development. By contrast, supporting PC surface mechanical properties are only dependent on microtubules at later developmental time points. Finally, our results suggest a potential role for the Fgf signaling pathway in regulating both the timing of developing cell mechanical properties in the organ of Corti and the changing dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cochlear explant cultures and pharmacological treatments
All experiments were performed on Institute for Cancer Research mice. All animal care and procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at NIH and complied with NIH guidelines for the care and use of animals. Cochleae were dissected to expose the lumenal surface of the cochlear duct and cultured to the desired age as previously described (Montcouquiol and Kelley, 2003) but plated on No.1 glass cover slips (Corning). Tissue cultures were treated after 12-17 hours in vitro for 30 minutes with one of the following: 1 M latrunculin A, 5 M jasplakinolide, 10 M blebbistatin, 1 M taxol (Sigma) in DMSO, 5 M nocodazole (Sigma) in PBS, or vehicle control added to Leibovitz's medium (GIBCO, Invitrogen). To affect the Fgf signaling pathway, tissue explants were treated immediately after plating with either 10 M SU5402 (EMD Chemicals) in DMSO, or 1 M Fgf2 (R&D Systems) in PBS with 0.1% DMSO and 1 g/ml heparin alone or in combination with one of the following: 5 M Y27632 (Sigma) in sterile water, 10 M SP600125 (Sigma), or 1 M U0126 (Sigma) in DMSO.
Transmission electron microscopy
Cochleae from three mice at each age were isolated and placed immediately in 4% paraformaldehyde with 2% glutaraldehyde containing 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 30 minutes at room temperature then 2 hours at 4°C. The inner ears were washed in phosphate buffer and then 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, post-fixed with 1% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated through a graded alcohol series and stained with 1% uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol. Samples were embedded in Poly/BED 812 resin (Polysciences, Warrington, PA, USA) as previously described (Petralia and Wenthold, 1992) . Sections of ~75 nm were cut using a Leica Reichert ultramicrotome, stained with 0.03% lead citrate for 3 minutes and examined using a JEOL transmission electron microscope at 80 kV.
Immunohistochemistry
Samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and rinsed in PBS. Nine whole-mount cochleae and six cross-sections from six cochleae for each age were examined. Samples shown in cross-section were passed through a 5-30% sucrose gradient and cryosectioned at 12 m thickness. Samples were permeabilized with 0.2% Tween-20, blocked with 10% normal horse serum and incubated overnight in primary antibody (antiacetylated tubulin, Sigma, 1:75; anti-p75 neurotrophin receptor, Covance, 1:1000; anti-ZO-1, Millipore, 1:1000; anti--tubulin I and II, Sigma, 1:200) at 4°C. Primary antibodies were detected using either Alexa Fluor 488-or 546-(Invitrogen, 1:1000) conjugated secondary antibodies. Directly conjugated Phalloidin 633 (Invitrogen, 1:5000) was applied to all samples. All fluorescence images were acquired using a Zeiss 510 LSM Confocal Microscope using a 20ϫ objective. To measure relative fluorescence intensity, a 20 m 3 average intensity zprojection was reconstructed using ImageJ analysis software (Rasband, 1997) . Average gray values (mean±s.e.m. arbitrary units, AU) were calculated from 36 cells repeated for six animals.
Atomic force microscopy and live cell imaging
Experiments were performed using a Bioscope II and Bioscope Catalyst AFM (Bruker) head mounted onto a Zeiss Axiovert 200 inverted microscope and controlled via Nanoscope V controller. Pyramidal shaped, gold-coated, silicon nitride cantilever probes with 0.03 N/m nominal spring constant (Bruker) were used for all measurements. Cells were identified after being loaded with 500 nM Calcein AM vital dye (Invitrogen) in Leibovitz's medium for 30 minutes and rinsed with fresh Leibovitz's medium. Measurements were performed in 'contact mode' in Leibovitz's medium as previously described (Gavara and Chadwick, 2010 ) with 1.5 m indentation to construct three force-distance curves at the center of each identified cell. For line-scan measurements, a 50 m 2 region of interest was selected and points over the lumenal surface of the second row of outer hair cells and pillar cell rows were examined with 2 m equal spacing. Because the base of inner hair cells are rotated in explant cultures, these measurements were excluded from the analysis. Relative force-distance curves were collected with ~300 nm trigger threshold using 3 m force ramping at 1 Hz for three cycles. Data were analyzed with custom analysis software in MATLAB to fit force-distance curves to the Sneddon cone model (Sneddon, 1965) and to calculate the Young's modulus using the formula F(2/tan)(E/(1- 2 )) 2 ; where F is applied force,  is Poisson's ratio (assumed to be 0.5),  is cantilever indentation and  is cantilever tip angle. Average Young's modulus (mean±s.e.m. kPa) was calculated from the average measurements of ten cells for seven to ten animals within a basal or apical region of the cochlea. Statistical analyses were performed using Shapiro-Wilk normality test, Kolmolgorov-Smirnov distribution difference test and Welch's t-test. All P-values were corrected with the Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
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RESULTS
Outer hair cells and supporting pillar cells have different cytoskeletal components
To identify which cytoskeletal components might affect mechanical properties of OHCs and PCs, we performed transmission electron microscopy on cochlear cross-sections. OHCs had an actin-rich cuticular plate that was evident at postnatal day (P)0 and increased in thickness up to P5 ( Fig. 2A,  brackets) . By contrast, PCs had very little obvious cytoskeletal structure at embryonic day (E)16 and P0 (Fig. 2B) . Later, at P3 and P5, PCs had anisotropic microtubules that ran parallel to the cell's main axis (Fig. 2B, arrowheads) . To quantify the structural development of OHCs, we analyzed cuticular plate thickness at P0 and P5 ( Fig. 2C ) and found a 66% increase in thickness between these time points (P<0.001). We also counted the number of microtubules in PCs and found significantly more microtubules at P5 relative to P0 ( Fig. 2D ; P<0.05). To understand the distributions of actin and microtubules in OHCs and PCs, we examined electron micrographs of horizontal sections from P3 cochleae. The OHC cuticular plate had a homogeneous distribution of actin ( Fig. 2E , inset) at the lumenal surface. By contrast, PCs contained anisotropic microtubules throughout the cell cytoplasm oriented from apical to basal poles of the cell (Fig. 2F , inset). Overall, these specialized cytoskeletal distributions were seen within the first postnatal week of development, and are consistent with the well documented differences in these cell types at mature stages (Raphael et al., 1994; Nishida et al., 1998; Furness et al., 2005) . Because these cell types have established mechanical differences at adult stages (Tolomeo et al., 1996; Naidu and Mountain, 1998; Scherer and Gummer, 2004) , we wanted to ascertain when these differences in mechanical properties arise during development.
Outer hair cells have different surface mechanical properties than supporting pillar cells
To determine the development of OHC and PC surface mechanical properties, we applied atomic force microscopy (AFM) to cochlear explant cultures and acquired force-distance measurements of OHCs and PCs at the lumenal cell surface. We calculated and compared the Young's modulus, which is a material property of stiffness, for OHCs and PCs in the base and apex of the cochlea at specific time points between E16 and P5 ( Fig. 3 ). In the base of the cochlea, the OHC stiffness had a peak distribution that did not overlap with PC stiffness at all postnatal time points and had a significantly different distribution from PC stiffness at E16, P0 and P3 (P<0.05). Overall, PCs were softer than OHCs from E16 to P3 and had a distribution that was skewed left at all measured time points ( Fig. 3A-D ). In the cochlear apex, the peak OHC stiffness was distinct from PCs at P0 and P5 ( Fig. 3E -H) and these cell types had significantly different distributions in cell surface mechanical properties from P0 to P5 (P<0.05). Furthermore, at P0 and P3, the OHC Young's modulus had a normal distribution ( Fig. 3E -H, P<0.05) whereas the PC distribution was skewed left. The patterning of this sensory epithelium consists of distinct rows of OHCs and PCs that are organized during embryonic development. To examine differences across this epithelium, we measured stiffness along OHC and PC rows, and calculated Young's modulus at equally spaced intervals in the longitudinal direction of the cochlea. OHC rows develop local heterogeneity in stiffness during the postnatal period (Fig. 4) . At P0, areas within OHCs (Fig. 4D, shaded) are relatively similar to areas between OHCs (Fig. 4D, unshaded) . Calculating the relative height differences along the line scan revealed <1 m variation in the OHC row (Fig. 4DЈ) . By P3, the areas between OHCs became stiffer than those within individual OHCs (Fig. 4E,F) . Looking at the regions that are most stiff at P5, relative height data showed that the regions between OHCs corresponded to local minima (Fig. 4FЈ) and might represent the stiffness of Deiter's cells (DCs), which interdigitate between OHCs (Fig. 2E) . Moreover, the stiffness measurements in line scans of this row became more heterogeneous as development proceeded from P0 to P5 (Fig. 4) , which might coincide with the development of DC surface mechanical properties.
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In contrast to the OHC row, the PC row showed little heterogeneity at P0, P3 and P5 (Fig. 5D-F ). PCs were identified with live cell fluorescence imaging, and relative height data showed that regions within a PC had <0.5 m variation (Fig. 5DЈ-FЈ, shaded) . Areas in the PC row that did not contain identifiable PCs (Fig. 5, unshaded) included cell contacts, inner hair cells or inner phalangeal cells, which separate inner hair cells from PCs (Slepecky and Chamberlain, 1985) . At P0, regions within PCs (Fig.  5D , shaded) were relatively similar to areas between PCs (Fig. 5D,  unshaded) . By P3, regions between PCs were stiffer than regions within PCs (Fig. 5E ). There was also increased stiffness along the PC row between P3 and P5 (Fig. 5F ), but <1 m variation in relative height (Fig. 5FЈ) . Taken together, atomic force microscope measurements are cell specific and suggest that OHC surface mechanical properties differ from PCs, and that OHC rows have a stiffness heterogeneity that is not found in PC rows.
Increasing outer hair cell and supporting pillar cell stiffness corresponds to the acquisition of actin filaments and acetylated microtubules, respectively To identify the cytoskeletal mechanisms underlying developing cell mechanics, we first immunolabeled actin filaments and acetylated tubulin in the sensory epithelium. Confocal projections of cochlear cross-sections revealed that phalloidin localized to the lumenal surface of the sensory epithelium (Fig.  6A) . Also, the fluorescence intensity of phalloidin increased gradually in OHCs from E16 to P5, suggesting an accumulation of actin in these cells. An antibody raised to acetylated tubulin was used to identify a subset of stable microtubules, as previous studies have shown a high correlation between microtubule stability and acetylation (Bane et al., 2002; Westermann and Weber, 2003) . Immunofluorescence was found primarily in PCs and DCs in both the lumenal and basolateral surfaces of the sensory epithelium (Fig. 6A) . Also, fluorescence intensity increased dramatically in PCs between P3 and P5.
Next, we compared the average Young's modulus at embryonic and postnatal time points. OHC stiffness gradually increased up to P3, but was not significantly different between P3 (6.71±0.98 kPa) and P5 (7.41±1.02 kPa) (Fig. 6B) . Quantifying relative fluorescence intensity between E16 and P5 in OHCs also revealed a 72% increase in phalloidin intensity, but relatively consistent acetylated tubulin ( Fig. 6B; P<0.01 ). By contrast, PC surface mechanical properties remained unchanged early in development between E16 (2.58±0.29 kPa) and P3 (3.46±0.61 kPa) (Fig. 6C) . Between P3 and P5, PC Young's modulus increased 66%, which was statistically significant ( Fig. 6C ; P<0.001). Quantifying relative fluorescence intensity between E16 and P5 in PCs revealed an 80% increase in acetylated tubulin and a 69% increase in phalloidin (Fig. 6C) . Thus, the development of hair cell and pillar cell surface mechanical properties coincides with the developmental acquisition of actin and acetylated microtubules, respectively.
Outer hair cell stiffness requires actin, but pillar cell stiffness does not The rate of actin accumulation and OHC stiffening suggests that actin dynamics contribute to the developing mechanical properties of OHCs. To test this hypothesis, cochlear cultures were incubated with latrunculin A, which sequesters actin monomers (Coué et al., 1987; Bershadsky et al., 1995) and prevents actin filament polymerization (Ayscough et al., 1997) and should, therefore soften, OHCs. Confocal z-projections of latrunculin A-treated cultures showed decreased phalloidin fluorescence intensity and mislocalization of the tight junction protein zonula occludens 1 (ZO-1; Tjp1 -Mouse Genome Informatics) relative to control at P0 and P3 (Fig. 7A,B) . Quantifying average fluorescence intensity at P0
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Development 139 (12) revealed significantly decreased F-actin from 538±48 AU in control to 261±35 AU in latrunculin A-treated OHCs ( Fig. 7C ; P<0.01). At P3, latrunculin A significantly decreased average fluorescence intensity of F-actin, with a 69% decrease in the OHCs and a 43% decrease in the PCs (Fig. 7D) . The presence of actin filaments primarily in OHCs suggested that a decrease in filaments would decrease OHC stiffness. First, we set out to determine the time course of changing cell surface mechanical properties. Force-distance measurements were collected from OHCs in latrunculin A-and vehicle control-treated cultures at 10 minute intervals following drug delivery. We found that control OHCs showed little change in Young's modulus after 60 minutes of continuous force ramping (supplementary material Fig. S1A ), and at discrete stages of both embryonic and postnatal development (supplementary material Fig.  S1B ). By contrast, OHC Young's modulus decreased in the presence of latrunculin A at E16 and P0 (supplementary material Fig. S1C,D) . To assess population changes in surface mechanical properties, average Young's modulus was compared between latrunculin A cultures and vehicle control. OHCs were significantly softer in treated cultures relative to control at P0 (1.36±0.13 kPa and 4.13±0.26 kPa, respectively) and P3 (2.54±0.61 kPa and 6.94±0.36 kPa, respectively) ( Fig. 7C,D; P<0.001). However, no significant change in Young's modulus was observed between treated and control PCs (Fig. 7C,D; P>0.05), suggesting that actin does not play a significant role in the acquisition of surface mechanical properties of these cells. However, we could not rule out the possibility that the actin cytoskeleton in postnatal PCs (Fig. 6 ) might contribute to PC surface mechanical properties. To understand further the impact of the actin network on surface mechanical properties of these cells, cochlear cultures were treated with either jasplakinolide, which polymerizes actin filaments (Bubb et al., 1994; Bubb et al., 2000) , or blebbistatin, a small molecule specific inhibitor of myosin II activity (Straight et al., 2003; Limouze et al., 2004; Kovacs et al., 2004) , to drive reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (Bridgman et al., 2001; Guha et al., 2005; Murthy and Wadsworth, 2005) . Cultures treated with jasplakinolide had significantly stiffer OHCs and PCs at P0 and P3 (Fig. 7E) , confirming our previous results that actin polymerization can increase cell stiffness. Cultures treated with blebbistatin had significantly stiffer PCs at P0 ( Fig. 7F ; 3.95±0.42 kPa; P<0.01) and significantly softer PCs at P3 ( Fig. 7F; 1.87±0.28 kPa; P<0.05), suggesting that myosin II activity can alter the actin cytoskeleton to drive changes in PC surface mechanical properties. Changes in OHC surface mechanical properties were also significantly affected by treatment with blebbistatin at P0, P3 and P5 (Fig. 7F) . Interestingly, when PC stiffness increased, there was a concomitant decrease in OHC stiffness (Fig. 7F) . Taken together, these data suggest that actin is directly necessary to maintain OHC stiffness and indirectly impacts PC surface mechanical properties early in development.
Outer hair cell and supporting pillar cell stiffness are sensitive to microtubule depolymerization The increased acetylated tubulin and Young's modulus in PCs between P3 and P5 (Fig. 6) suggested that depolymerizing microtubules could decrease PC stiffness. To test this hypothesis, cochlear cultures were incubated with nocodazole, which prevents microtubule polymerization (Mareel and De Brabander, 1978) and destabilizes microtubules (Lafont et al., 1993) . Confocal projections showed decreased -tubulin I and II immunofluorescence at the lumenal surface of the cochlear epithelium in nocodazole conditions relative to control at P0 (Fig.  8A) . Interestingly, the kinocilium, a microtubule-dense structure in OHCs, was unaffected by nocodazole (Fig. 8A, arrowheads) possibly owing to acetylation (Bane et al., 2002; Hammond et al., 2008) and low protein turnover (Zhang et al., 2012) .
Next, we determined the effects of disruptions in microtubules on sensory OHC and supporting PC surface mechanical properties. Average Young's modulus was calculated and compared between 2191 RESEARCH ARTICLE Cochlear mechanical properties cultures with nocodazole or vehicle control at P0, P3 and P5. OHC average Young's modulus decreased from 4.13±0.26 kPa to 2.34±0.27 kPa at P0, which showed that microtubule depolymerization significantly softened OHCs at P0 ( Fig. 8B ; P<0.01). However, at P3 and P5, OHC average Young's modulus was not significantly different in nocodazole relative to control conditions ( Fig. 8B; P>0.10 ). This suggested that microtubules were dispensable for OHC stiffness at later time points. However, microtubule-dense Deiter's cells (Fig. 6C) were adjacent to OHCs and might have contributed to the stiffness heterogeneity in OHC rows (Fig. 4) . To test this hypothesis, AFM line scan measurements were performed on nocodazole-treated cultures and compared with controls at P3, a time when OHC rows exhibit heterogeneity (Fig.  4E ), but when OHCs are insensitive to nocodazole treatment (Fig.  8B) . We observed that Young's modulus in regions corresponding to OHCs was similar in control and nocodazole conditions (supplementary material Fig. S2, shaded) . However, the stiffness heterogeneity was lost in the areas between OHCs (supplementary material Fig. S2, unshaded) , which suggests that microtubules contribute to the mechanical properties in OHC rows.
We also examined supporting PC stiffness and found that PC Young's modulus was not significantly different with nocodazole treatment at P0 (Fig. 8B; P>0.10 ). However, there was an increasing disparity in PC stiffness between treatment and control at later time points (Fig. 8B) . By P5, PCs were significantly softer with nocodazole (4.9±0.6 kPa) compared with control conditions (10.0±0.8 kPa; P<0.01). To look at the stability of microtubules, cultures were also treated with taxol, which binds to -tubulin (Lowe et al., 2001 ) and can alter mictrobule dynamics (Downing, 2000; Orr et al., 2003) . Average Young's modulus of treated OHCs was not significantly different from control at P0, P3 and P5 (Fig. 8C) . However, PC surface mechanical properties showed an increasing sensitivity to taxol treatment, with a 58% decrease in stiffness at P3 and a 70% decrease at P5 relative to control (Fig. 8C) . Thus, the data suggest that microtubules are necessary for OHC surface mechanical properties early in development and are necessary for PC surface mechanical properties later in development.
The fibroblast growth factor signaling pathway modulates time course of developing cell surface mechanical properties To begin to explore signaling pathways that could mediate organization of cytoskeletal structures and control developing cell surface mechanical properties, we considered proteins that are active between the late embryonic to early postnatal period. Fgfr3 is expressed in the developing cochlear sensory epithelium from E16 to P0 (Pickles, 2001; Mueller et al., 2002) , has a differential expression pattern in hair cells and supporting cells (Jacques et al., 2007) , and plays a role in cochlear morphogenesis (Colvin et al., 1996; Hayashi et al., 2007; Puligilla et al., 2007) , making it a potential mediator of cytoskeleton development. To determine the effects of Fgf signaling on the cytoskeleton, cochleae were treated with either Fgf2, which has been shown to bind and activate Fgf receptors, or SU5402, which blocks all Fgf receptors (Mohammadi et al., 1997 ). An antibody raised to p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75 ntr ) was used to identify differentiated PCs, and previous studies have shown a high correlation between increased p75 ntr expression and decreased actin-mediated cell growth (Gestwa et al., 1999; Deponti et al., 2009) . Confocal images at P0 and P3 showed increased p75 ntr immunofluorescence in supporting cells and decreased phalloidin intensity with Fgf2 treatment, but decreased p75 ntr immunofluorescence and increased phalloidin intensity with SU5402 treatment (Fig. 9A) . Measuring the relative immunofluorescence revealed a decrease in phalloidin intensity in Fgf2-treated OHCs and PCs and an increase in SU5402-treated OHCs and PCs (Fig. 9B) . To examine the effects of Fgf signaling
Development 139 (12) (Fig. 9C ). In addition, PC Young's modulus was significantly decreased at P3 in Fgf2-treated explants (3.17±0.54 kPa) relative to control (5.55±1.08 kPa) ( Fig. 9C ; P<0.05). In contrast to Fgf2 treatment, SU5402-treated OHCs and PCs were stiffer at P3 (9.88±0.87 kPa and 9.60±2.47 kPa) and P5 (8.25±0.99 kPa and 27.70±6.48 kPa) compared with untreated OHCs and PCs at P3 (6.75±0.89 kPa and 5.97±1.14 kPa) and P5 (5.51±2.15 kPa and 4.21±0.67 kPa) as measured in the cochlear base (Fig. 9C) .
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Cochlear mechanical properties Fig. 6 . Developing OHC and PC surface mechanical properties correspond to acquisition of actin filaments and acetylated microtubules, respectively. (A)Representative confocal projections of cochlear crosssections show gradual increases in F-actin (green) in OHCs (chevrons) from E16 to P5, but abrupt increases in acetylated microtubules (pink) of PCs (asterisks) from P3 to P5. (B)Average fluorescence intensity and average Young's modulus (mean±s.e.m.) show gradual increases in OHC stiffness and F-actin immunofluorescence from E16 to P5, whereas acetylated tubulin has relatively consistent intensity. (C)A significant increase in PC stiffness from P3 to P5 (*P<0.01) was accompanied by a significant increase in acetylated tubulin. Confocal z-projections (12m) represent apical regions. Scale bar: 10m. (E)Jasplakinolide treatment leads to significant increases in OHC and PC stiffness at P0 and P3. (F)Treatment with blebbistatin at P0 leads to a significant decrease in OHC stiffness and significant increase in stiffness of PCs. Treatment at P3 significantly stiffens OHCs, but significantly softens PCs. By P5, blebbistatin-treated OHC stiffness is significantly decreased whereas PC stiffness is not significantly different relative to control condition. Scale bars: in Bii, 20m for Ai-ii,Bi-ii; in Biv, 10m for Aiiiiv,Biii-iv.
Treatment with Fgf2 significantly affected the surface mechanical properties of OHCs and PCs, but on different time scales, suggesting that this signaling pathway might be working through cell-specific downstream signaling cascades. To begin to explore downstream mediators of Fgf signaling, cochleae were cultured in the presence of Fgf2 and one of the following inhibitors: Y27632, which inhibits Rho-associated coiled coilforming protein serine/threonine kinase (ROCK) and mediates signaling pathways to remodel the actin cytoskeleton (Maekawa et al., 1999; Davies et al., 2000) ; U0126, which prevents activation of the MAPK kinases MEK-1 and MEK-2 (Favata et al., 1998) ; and SP600125, which inhibits the Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) MAPK cascade (Bennett et al., 2001) . Average Young's modulus of OHCs was only significantly increased in Fgf2+Y27632-treated cultures at P0 and P3 ( Fig. 9D; 6 .42±2.69 kPa and 7.57±0.46 kPa, respectively). By contrast, PC average Young's modulus was not only significantly increased in Fgf2+Y27632-treated cultures at P0, but also increased when treated at P3 in combination with Y27632, SP600125 or U0126. It is worth noting that although treatment with inhibitor alone did not significantly impact cell stiffness (data not shown), treatment with SP600125 and U0126 when combined with Fgf2 increased average Young's modulus above control conditions ( Fig. 9D ; 7.72±2.25 kPa and 7.42±3.21 kPa, respectively), which further supports the additional non-specific effects of these inhibitors (Davies et al., 2000) . In summary, downregulation of Fgfrs had an effect on actin distribution and increased both OHC and PC stiffness. By contrast, upregulation of Fgf signaling had an effect on actin that could be rescued by the compensatory effects of Y27632 on the actin cytoskeleton of both OHCs and PCs.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigated the relationship between cytoskeleton development and changing cell surface mechanical properties in the maturing inner ear. Results suggest that OHC surface mechanical properties increase with the developing actin network and have a decreasing dependence on microtubules, whereas PC stiffness has an increasing dependence on microtubules. In addition, these data suggest that cytoskeletal structures mediate developing OHC and PC surface mechanical properties, and that cell stiffness can be affected by signaling cascades, such as the Fgf pathway, through changes in cytoskeleton dynamics (Fig. 10) , which might contribute to the morphogenesis of this sensory epithelium during postnatal development.
Cytoskeletal architecture mediates developing mechanical properties
Sensory OHCs and non-sensory PCs have distinct morphologies specified, in part, by cytoskeletal structures (Anniko, 1983) . Our data indicate that OHCs develop mechanical properties that are distinct from PCs (Fig. 3) , which might reflect the sensory and supporting roles of these cell types in development. Although we directly probed the actin-rich cuticular plate at the OHC lumenal surface, we were unable to explore the basolateral actin content previously described in dissociated OHCs (Tolomeo and Holley, 1997; Murakoshi et al., 2006) , which contributes to the heterogeneity in OHC Young's modulus between apical and basolateral areas at adult stages (Zelenskaya et al., 2005; Murakoshi et al., 2006) . Instead, by making measurements within the semi-intact organ of Corti, we were able to describe cellspecific changes in surface mechanical properties of this tissue along OHC rows and not PC rows (Figs 4, 5) , which might inform future theoretical models of cochlear morphogenesis. These data also suggest that cell stiffness increases in areas near cell boundaries (Fig. 4) are probably due to supporting Deiter's cell projections that interdigitate between OHCs (Anniko, 1983) . With future experiments, it might be possible to examine the indirect impact of these junctions on OHC surface mechanical properties.
To understand the time course of developing PC stiffness, we studied cytoskeletal architecture with electron microscopy and immunofluorescence imaging. We found that the increased microtubule density in PCs between P0 and P5 (Fig. 2) was not sufficient to explain the abrupt PC stiffening between P3 and P5 (Fig. 6) . Instead, we find that this increase in stiffness coincides more with the increase in acetylated microtubules (Fig. 6) . Previous results have observed increases in microtubule stability upon acetylation (Bane et al., 2002; Hammond et al., 2008) . Therefore, these results further the argument that post-translational modifications of microtubules might impart the stability necessary for maturing PC mechanical properties (Tolomeo and Holley, 1997) . Using these measurements, future studies will explore how cytoskeletal dynamics are regulated in PCs to both exert and resist mechanical stresses of postnatal cochlear development.
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Development 139 (12) Cell surface mechanical properties might mediate ongoing cochlear morphogenesis Our finding that OHCs and PCs stiffen in response to jasplakinolide is not unexpected, given that actin is present in both cell types and that this drug is known to polymerize actin (Bubb et al., 2000) , supporting our finding that increases in actin filaments during development might be responsible for increasing cell stiffness. However, the finding that only OHC stiffness is decreased in the presence of latrunculin A (Fig. 7) suggests a crucial need for actin to develop OHC surface mechanical properties. Furthermore, these surface mechanical properties describe a subset of the cytoskeleton that has previously been shown to be essential for the organization of the actin-based cuticular plate (Sobkowicz et al., 1995; Nishida et al., 1998) , which contributes to formation of the stereocilia bundle (Furness et al., 2005; Perrin et al., 2010; Etournay et al., 2010) . However, the finding that OHCs soften after treatment with nocodazole also implicates microtubules in cuticular plate formation. This is consistent with experiments showing that early postnatal OHCs recover from mechanical damage by first reforming a microtubule-based kinocilium and then re-growing stereocilia (Sobkowicz et al., 1995) . Therefore, the transient role for microtubules in OHC stiffness might act as a foundation for organization of the actin-based cuticular plate and, in part, for the organization of stereocilia. Surrounding these sensory hair cells are many types of nonsensory supporting cells, which are thought to have either metabolic (Wangemann and Liu, 1996; Kikuchi et al., 2000) or structural (Tolomeo and Holley, 1997; Mogensen et al., 1998) roles in hearing. To explore the structural role of pillar cells, we investigated the impact of both actin filaments and microtubules. Our finding that PC Young's modulus is not significantly affected by latrunculin A treatment suggests that actin alone is not sufficient to develop PC surface mechanical properties. In contrast to the OHCs, PC stiffness was most sensitive to microtubule disruptions 2195 RESEARCH ARTICLE Cochlear mechanical properties ( Fig. 8) , which have the potential to alter the PC resistance to applied forces during tissue development. However, microtubules are probably interconnected to some extent with the actin cytoskeleton, as supported by the intriguing finding that OHCs and PCs show opposite changes in response to blebbistatin treatment at similar time points (Fig. 7) . This might be due in part to different distributions of myosin II (Yamamoto et al., 2009 ) driving the dynamic organization of PCs and OHCs and generating forces on actin filaments (Bertet et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2010) . Our results suggest that both microtubules and myosin II mediate the ongoing mechanical development of this tissue and, therefore, might contribute to the formation of the tunnel of Corti, a fluid-filled structure that rests between inner and outer hair cells that is necessary for proper hearing (Li et al., 1999; Puligilla et al., 2007; Minekawa et al., 2009) . With this work, future studies can build on these measurements to include molecular mediators that work to coordinate cytoskeletal dynamics to form fluid-filled spaces within the postnatal organ of Corti.
Molecular pathways that control cell stiffness might mediate therapeutic intervention of damaged epithelia
To begin to identify signaling pathways that could mediate developing cell structure and mechanical properties, we modulated Fgf signaling. This pathway has been known to regulate cell differentiation, cell migration and cell shape (Ornitz, 2000) . By investigating the effect of Fgf on the cytoskeleton, we find that treatment with Fgf2 softens OHCs and PCs, supporting previous reports that activation of Fgf signaling prevents cellular differentiation in the organ of Corti (Mueller et al., 2002; Jacques et al., 2007) . By contrast, inhibition of Fgf receptor activity stiffens OHCs and PCs, suggesting that there might be a premature maturation of some aspects of both cell types. Taken together, these data implicate another role for Fgf signaling, in cell mechanical properties, through changes in actin dynamics.
Finally, the effects of Fgf signaling on cell surface mechanical properties (Fig. 9 ) outline a critical period in early postnatal development for this pathway to alter the cytoskeleton. By examining downstream inhibitors of this signaling cascade, we provide insights that link this pathway to actin dynamics via ROCK, which might account, at least in part, for the observed rescue of cell stiffness. Furthermore, recent work in the developing vestibular epithelium has suggested a possible role for increased actin in the inhibition of hair cell regeneration (Burns et al., 2008) . Results presented here suggest that treatment with Fgfs, which act to prevent actin polymerization in hair cells, could be considered as a potential intervention in actin-belt formation in supporting cells, and as a key component to consider when trying to repair damaged epithelia. Fig. 10 . Developing cell stiffness is dependent on cytoskeletal structure in the organ of Corti. Taken together, results reported here suggest that from late embryonic (left) to early postnatal (right) development, outer hair cells (OHCs) have an increasing reliance on the actin network (red) and a decreasing reliance on microtubules (blue). By contrast, supporting pillar cells (PCs) rely partly on actin early in development, and have an increasing reliance on microtubules. Furthermore, fibroblast growth factors (Fgfs), fibroblast growth factor receptors (Fgfrs) and myosin II contribute to the time course of developing cell mechanical properties. IHC, inner hair cell; DC, Deiter's cell.
